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Building for the Future 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
Anyone driving around town this past year will have seen dramatic changes in 

our “school-scapes.” A spanking brand-new Parkview Elementary just opened this 
school year (14th Street east of Norris). Then, Highland Elementary was razed this 
summer - what felt like overnight; a striking change in its location. For many, including 
myself as a former student, its disappearance was a bit of a jolt. What’s going on with 
all the building? 

I recently had an opportunity to visit with Carrie Bunce, Deputy Superintendent 
of Operations to get updates on the latest. Before we even got to the topic of 
construction, we talked about the Department of Operations’ standard workload over 
the summer.  

Operations is responsible not only for construction, but also all of our 
maintenance, custodial services, and technology…all the critical, behind-the-scenes 
work that provides the infrastructure and environment for learning. Without Operations, 
there is no place for students and staff to come for learning and instruction. 
 It’s impossible to list all the specifics accomplished this summer, but work 
included: deep-cleaning of facilities, repairs (indoor/outdoor), systems repair or 
replacement; painting; electrical, roofing, grounds (from parking to tennis courts and 
everything in between); security systems; and much more. I got tired just listening to all 
the activity described. 
 Asking specifically about construction of new schools, I learned something new. 
When, during the course of time, multiple essential systems begin to consistently fail, 
especially simultaneously (this might include plumbing, electrical, roofs, roofing) there 
is an established legal formula that drives the decision about whether to repair or 
replace. This is evaluated much like professionals determine whether a car is “totaled” 
after an accident or whether it can be repaired. If it’s determined most expedient to 
replace, we must build a new school, which is why the existing building is also not 
feasible for use by other parties.  
 We’re fortunate to have been able to work closely with the NMPSFA (NM Public 
School Facilities Authority), who partner with communities to “provide quality, 
sustainable school facilities for our students and educators.” They are able to provide 
significant funding, the vast bulk, for a community’s needs; from 70/30 up to 90/10 
percent of costs. 

Absorbing the information from Operations, all I could think of is: these guys are 
behind-the-scenes heroes that we rarely even think about, but who make it possible for 
the rest of us to have a place to learn and work. Wow. 

Thanks, Operations. 
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